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This invention relates to fountain brushes, and 
with regard to certain more specific features, to 
So-called fountain or reservoir brushes used for 
ink stenciling and similar operations. 
Among the several objects of the invention may 

be noted the provision of a fountain brush hav 
ing an improved form of valve and valve control, 
wherein the control button is in a much handier 
location and in which the control valve and its 
outlet have a better arrangement with respect to 
the bristle elements of the brush; the provision of a 
brush of this class wherein the fluid feedismetered 
as required, but which is definitely cut off with 
out leakage, when not required; and the provi 
sion of a brush of this class which is economical 
and easy to manufacture and assemble, and which 
is trouble proof in use. Other objects will be in 
part obvious and in part pointed out hereinafter. 
The invention accordingly comprises the elle 

ments and combinations of elements, features of 
Construction, and arrangements of parts which 
will be exemplified in the structures hereinafter 
described, and the scope of the application of 
which will be indicated in the following claim. 

In the accompanying drawing, in which are 
illustrated two of various possible embodiments 
of the invention, 

; Fig. 1 is a top plan view of one form of my 
new brush; 

Fig. 2 is a vertical section taken on line 2-2 
of Fig. 1, showing the valve closed; 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged detail section of the valve 
forced open; 

Fig. 4 is a side elevation showing the brush lying 
en its Side; and, 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged vertical section showing 
an alternative construction. 
Similar reference characters indicate corre 

Sponding parts throughout the several views of 
the drawing. 

Referring now more particularly to Figs. 1 and 
2, there is shown at numeral a body portion of 
my brush threaded to receive a ferrule 3 of a 
bristle brush assembly 5. Part of the brush as 
Sembly constitutes an inner bushing 7, which 
provides a space 9 in which the ink for the brush 
is received. The assembly of ferrule 3, bristles 5 
and bushing 7 constitutes an integral brush unit 
which may be applied to and removed from the 
body f. 
At the lower end of the body f is a flange. 66, 
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which serves to locate the brush on an angle when . . 
laid down, as indicated in Fig. 4, whereby, to pre 
vent smudging and the like, the bristles 5 are held 
clear of the supporting Surface. 55 

exit of ink from the cylinder 23. 

The body is provided with a wall between 
which and the brush assembly is located a gasket 
f3. This wall constitutes a bottom forming 
part of the liquid reservoir of the brush. 
Threaded to the upper end of the body is 

a cylindric well 5 sealed by a gasket fl. The 
spreads are shown at 9. Fastened to and en 
closing the upper end of the reservoir 5 is an 
enclosing cup-shaped head 2, permanently at 
tached. 
Threaded centrally into the bottom f is a cyl 

inder 23 of a metering piston valve. This cylin 
der 23 is locked in position by a locknut 25. Above 
the lock nut are inlet ports 27 which are trav 
ersed by the lower end of a piston 29, which slides 
in the cylinder 23. v 
Threaded into the end of the piston 29 is a 

valve stem 3 which carries a tapered valve head 
33. This head has a Screw-driver slot 64 for 
assembly purposes. This stem 3 reaches through 
an opening 35 spaced therefrom for permitting 

- A spring 36 
reacting from the lower end of the cylinder 23 and 
against the end of the piston 29 biases the lat 
ter up from the position shown in Fig. 3 toward 
the position shown in Fig. 2. That is, it biases the 
lower end of the piston 29 to cross the ports 27. 
At the same time it biases the valve head 33 to 
Ward closing the opening. 35. A sealing gasket 
37 seals off the opening 35 at the time that the 
piston 29 is up (ports 27 Open). 
The upper end of the piston 29 is formed as 

an enlarged cup 39, having a relatively large 
recess 4 for loosely and easily receiving the lower 
end of a plunger 43. This plunger 43 near its 
upper end has a shoulder 45, beyond which is a 
continuous stem 47. This stem 47 passes through 
a packing gland 49, the latter forming an exten 
sion from the enclosing cup 2 f. Between the 
shoulder 45 and the gland 49 is located a washer 
5 which seals the lower end of the gland when 
the head 45 is biased toward it. - 
Within the gland 45 is packing material 53 

which is axially compressed by means of a metal 
washer. 55. The washer is biased against the 
packing by a conical spring, 57. The upper end 
of the Spring reacts against a control button 59 
threaded to the end of the stem 47. Recessess 
are for a spanner wrench, whereby the but 
ton 59 may be applied to or removed from the 
stem 47. . . . . . . . 
As indicated in Fig. 2, the lower end 63 of the 

stem 43 is substantially spaced interiorly from 
the cup 39, both radially and endwise. The radial 
space allows for quick and easy assembly even   
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cipient vacuum therebeneath, tends to separate 
the extension 48 from the finger F, thereby au 
tomatically effecting opening of the inlet port 

3. Thus a minimum of instruction is required 
for the Operator. 
The invention shown in Fig. 5 provides the 

same advantages in regard to independence offline 
tolerances required for assembly. That is, the en 
tire separation of the operating elements at the 
upper end connected with the member 25 allows 
of latitude in positioning of these with respect to 
the operated elements on the diaphragm . 
This is an equivalent of the lost-motion connec 
tion 65 shown in Fig. 2. 
By thus mounting the operating portions of 

the valve in the removable tube for f and the 
operated portions in the body or f0, as the case 
may be, provision is made for easily separating 
these upon separating the tube for f0 for re 
filling with ink, 

In view of the above, it will be seen that the 
several objects of the invention are achieved and 
other advantageous results attained, 
As many changes could be made in the above 

constructions without departing from the scope 
of the invention, it is intended that all matter 
contained in the above description or shown in 
the accompanying drawing shall be interpreted 
as illustrative and not in a limiting sense. 

claim: 
A fountain brush comprising a body, portion 
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forming an enclosing bottom, a brush. assembly 
removably threaded to said body portion outside 
of said bottom, said bottom having a passage 
forming a cylindric outlet, a lateral connection 
to said passage within the bottom, a valve piston 
in said cylindric passage and traversing said 
connection, means biasing the piston to uncover 
the inlet connectiori, an auxiliary valve extending 
from said piston through said outlet adapted to 
COOperate with the end of the outlet to close it . 
when the piston is biased to uncover said lateral 
connection and to open the Outlet when the pis 
ton is blased to close said connection for ejection 
of fluid, a cylinder removably attached to said 
body portion to complete the reservoir, a recip 
rocating operating button pocketed at the end of 
the cylinder which is oppositely located with re 
spect to the body portion, a stem extending from 
said button, to said piston, said piston being 
formed to provide a lost-motion engagement be 
tween it and said extension, whereby said exten 
sion and piston may automatically be separated 
upon removing the cylindric portion of the reser-, 
Voir from the body portion thereof, radial pack 
ing means in a gland between said extension and 
the enclosing end of the cylindric portion, a col 
lar on said, extension within the reservoir, and 
packing means between the collar and said pack 
ing gland operable to form an endwise seal with 
said gland when the button is released. 
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